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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE SURFACE 
ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION OF ETCHED GLASS FOR MICRO/NANO 
FLUIDIC DEVICES 
A paper published in Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering 
Jing Ren, Baskar Ganapathysubramanian and Sriram Sundararajan 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA 
3.1 Abstract 
Roughness of channel surfaces, both deterministic and random, is known to affect the 
fluid flow behavior in micro/nanoscale fluidic devices. This has relevance particularly for 
applications involving non-Newtonian fluids, such as in biomedical lab-on-chip devices. While 
several studies have investigated effects of relative large, deterministic surface structures on fluid 
flow, the effect of random roughness on micro fluid flow remains unexplored. In this study, the 
effects of processing conditions for wet etching of glass including etching time and etching 
orientation on central line average (Ra)a and the autocorrelation length (ACL) were investigated. 
Statistical distribution of the roughness was also studied. Results indicated that ACL can be 
tailored in the range of 1-4 μm by changing etching time in horizontal etching while Ra was 
found to increase weakly with etching time in all three etching orientations. Analysis of the 
experimental data using Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit hypothesis test (K-S test) shows 
that the glass surface roughness does not follow a Gaussian distribution, as is typically assumed 
in literature. Instead, the T location-scale distribution fits the roughness data with 1.11% error. 
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These results provide promising insights into tailoring surface roughness for improving micro-
fluidic devices. 
Keywords   microfluidic device ∙ surface roughness ∙ autocorrelation length ∙ surface 
height distribution ∙ goodness-of-fit test  
3.2 Introduction 
Extensive studies during the past century indicate that surface roughness affects fluid 
flow behavior in microscale channels. Numerical simulations of micro flow in rough channels [1] 
showed that bulk flow velocity and the volumetric flow rate decrease in different rates as the 
roughness increases. Studies on the effect of surface roughness on friction force [2], pressure 
drop [3, 4], heat transfer in single-phase flow [5] and laminar-turbulent transition [6] indicate the 
necessity of precise control of the surface morphology inside the fluidic device for the purpose of 
enhancing the reliability and performance of the fluidic system [7]. Experimental results of blood 
flow in rough microchannels [8] emphatically showed that surface roughness affects blood 
viscosity due to boundary effects. Application of surface roughness for gradient generation in 
microfluidic system has also been widely studied [9-11].  
In most of these studies, researchers relied on micro-machining or micro-fabrication 
techniques to produce deterministic roughness via designed shapes and patterns inside the 
microchannels. It is well known that almost all mechanical or chemical processing inherently 
produces random roughness on real surfaces [12] and consequently most engineering surfaces 
are random. However, the role of random roughness on microfluidic flow behavior remains 
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relatively unexplored. This aspect will become increasingly important as channel sizes continue 
to decrease in micro/nanofluidic applications.  
In most microfluidic studies, surface roughness is described using only amplitude 
parameters such as relative roughness [1, 13, 14]. Spatial parameters such as autocorrelation 
length (ACL) or power spectral density function (PSDF) are rarely used. It is widely known that 
most important features of random surface roughness can be characterized by amplitude and 
spatial parameters [15]. Surfaces with identical amplitude parameters can have totally different 
topographical features that however can be characterized by differences in spatial parameters. A 
knowledge of both amplitude and spatial parameters can lead to methods to tailor random 
roughness [16]. 
The distribution of surface heights is another important aspect in surface roughness study. 
Surface height distribution is typically related to the nature of the processing method (Bhushan 
2001).  In most studies random roughness is assumed to possess a Gaussian or Uniform 
distribution [17-22]. Relatively few works attempt to experimentally verify this assumption for 
the processed surfaces involved. Zimmer et al. verified a Gaussian distribution for laser-induced 
backside wet etching on fused silica [23]. Suh and Polycarpou investigated the use of various 
density functions to describe textured surfaces in magnetic-storage devices [24]. Some 
chemically and mechanically processed surfaces were proved to be non-Gaussian and even 
anisotropic [25-28]. It has to be emphasized that the exact height distribution of random surfaces 
prepared for microfluidic devices has not been reported earlier. 
In this paper, random roughness on glass substrates is created by chemical etching. Glass 
is one of the more important and common materials widely used in micro channel fabrication 
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[29]. Evolution of amplitude parameter Ra and spatial parameter ACL with etching time and 
orientation is investigated. Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit hypothesis test is used to verify 
the approximate distribution of the surface heights. 
3.3 Experimental procedure 
The surface roughness examined in this study was generated on glass slides (25 mm × 75 
mm, Erie Scientific Company, Portsmouth, NH). The glass samples were etched by buffered HF 
(6:1 volume ratio of 40% NH4F in water to 49% HF in water) to generate different surface 
roughness. The etch rate was calibrated as 72 nm/min. Samples were immersed in buffered HF in 
three different orientations: horizontal, 45º and vertical. In each orientation, samples were 
prepared at several different etching times. Since the study is focused on how etching condition 
affects surface roughness for microfluidic applications, the glass surfaces etched by HF should 
be suitable for micro channel fabrication and further microfluidic experimental techniques, such 
as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), which requires superior channel transparency. Based on 
our experimental observation, etching times longer than 40 minutes in horizontal orientation 
resulted in significant surface damage on glass substrate, which led to difficulty in bonding 
during microchannel fabrication. Furthermore, transparency of the glass surface was significantly 
compromised. Therefore, in this study the maximum etching time reported is 40 minutes. Two 
samples were prepared for each etching condition. After HF etching, the samples were rinsed in 
DI water for 5 minutes and dried by nitrogen. Two smooth (un-etched) glass slides were also 
prepared for comparison. 
An atomic force microscope (AFM, Dimension 3100, Nanoscope IV, Veeco Instruments, 
Santa Barbara) was used to measure surface roughness of the etched glass samples. All the 
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etched samples were cleaned in acetone and dried by nitrogen to remove organic waste and dust 
on the surface before taking AFM images. All the AFM scans were acquired in contact mode 
using a standard Si3N4 tip, at a scan resolution of 256×256 points. The scan size was chosen as 
75 m × 75 m which is comparable to the common size of microchannels used for microfluidic 
study. Scan areas were chosen to avoid edges of the slides to ensure valid roughness information. 
As shown in figure 1, each slide was scanned by AFM from bottom to top in five areas to ensure 
the overall surface roughness information was obtained.  Three AFM images were taken in each 
area, leading to 15 scans for each glass slide and 30 scans for each etching/orientation condition. 
The AFM surface height data was exported into MATLAB to analyze surface height distribution 
and to compute amplitude (Ra) and spatial (ACL) roughness parameters. 
Figure 1. A schematic representing the scanned regions of each glass slide. Three AFM scans (75 
m × 75 m) were acquired in each area to ensure roughness information was obtained over the 
entire slide. 
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Center line average (Ra) is the arithmetic mean of the absolute values of vertical 
deviation from the mean line of the profile which measures the relative departure of the profile in 












where   is the number of total sampling points, z  is the surface height, m  is mean line of the 
surface profile. 
Autocorrelation length (ACL) measures the degree of randomness of the surface 
roughness, and represents the distance over which two points can be treated as independent in a 
random process [31]. It is defined as the length over which the autocorrelation function decays to 
a small fraction of its original value. Many etched surfaces are widely assumed to produce an 
exponential autocorrelation function [30] given as 
)/exp()(  c  (2) 
where   is the spatial separation. Autocorrelation length of this exponential autocorrelation 
function is defined as the distance at which value of the     drops to e/1  of the initial value, 
which is equal to   [32]. 
Surface height distribution (fitting hypothesis) of the etched glass was validated by the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test. Details of K-S test procedure are attached in 
appendix. Here we describe our rationale for sample size selection for the test. The size of the 
AFM surface roughness height data for each scan is 256×256. Usually, for small population sizes 
(<5000), a few dozen data are used for the K-S test. The standard K-S test was designed for 
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small sample sizes (~100) [33, 34]. Studies have verified that for very large populations, as is the 
case of our surface roughness data, the choice of sample size will have an effect on the test 
outcomes. As sample size decreases, goodness-of-fit test is less likely to perform poorly [35].  
Determining the exact sample size needed for a given population size is still an open problem. In 
our study, 100 data was randomly collected from each experimental scan to run the test for both 
Gaussian and T location-scale fit. 1000 such tests were then executed for each scan to minimize 
the effect of any sampling bias. Confidence interval used in the test was 95%. Success rate of the 
1000 tests was recorded. 
3.4 Results and discussion 
3.4.1 Surface roughness parameters 
Representative AFM images obtained from horizontally etched glass surfaces are shown 
in Figure 2. Samples etched in the other two directions presented similar surface morphology 
changes as etching time increases up to 30 minutes. In horizontal etching, when etching time 
increases to 40 minutes, spreading holes and grooves appeared on the surface which drastically 
increase the Ra as shown in Figure 2. Noticeable side peaks appear in the AFM image indicating 
that the surface is becoming less isotropic. Samples became visibly rugged and dark in areas 
around the surface and were subsequently found to be unsuitable for microchannel fabrication 
due to poor transparency and bonding. In 45º etching, visible damage also occurred on the 
surfaces but was less severe. Interestingly, samples etched in vertical orientation did not exhibit 
this visible damage on the surface.
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Figure 2. Representative AFM surface height images of horizontally etched glass. The surface 
morphology changes as etching time increases. When etching time increases to 40 minutes, the 
roughness increases drastically rendering the surface unsuitable for microchannel fabrication. 
Center-line average 
Figure 3 shows the effect of etching time on the amplitude parameter Ra for all three 
etching orientations. 
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Figure 3. Variation of Ra with etching time in different etching orientations. The data suggest a 
slight increase of Ra with etching time. In 45º etching, Ra increases with etching time at a faster 
rate than in the other two orientations. However no strong trends were observed with regression 
analysis. 
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The data suggest a slight increase in Ra with etching time. Regression analysis indicated 
a stronger linear trend ( 565.02 R         ) for 45º etching, as compared to horizontal and 
vertical orientations ( 1.02 R  for both             ). The data suggest that generally higher 
variation in Ra values can be obtained by using horizontal etching, but precise tailoring is subtle 
under 30 minutes etching time.  As discussed earlier, longer etching times resulted in substantial 
increase in Ra values and poor bonding during microchannel fabrication.  For example, in 
horizontal etching, an etching time of 40 minutes results in a drastic increase in Ra to 149.14 nm 
compared to less than 60 nm for the other two etching orientations. 
Autocorrelation length 
Figure 4 shows the ACL evolution with etching time for the three different etching 
orientations. In vertical etching, ACL value appears to be independent of etching time in our 
time range. In 45º etching, linear regression shows a slight increase of ACL from 1 m to 4 m 
with etching time, while in horizontal etching, ACL value shows a much faster increase from 1 
m to 4 m starting from 10 minutes. Therefore, as the etching orientation switching from 
vertical to horizontal gradually, ACL value shows increasingly obvious trend with etching time. 
According to the predicted behavior represented by the trend lines, ACL value can be tailored in 
the range of 1 m to 4 m in horizontal etching by controlling etching time. 
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Figure 4. Variation of ACL with etching time in different orientations along with best-fit trend 
lines. In vertical etching, ACL value is independent of etching time. In 45º etching, ACL value 
shows a slight increase from 1 µm to 4 µm. In horizontal etching, the increasing behavior is 
more obvious. 
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3.4.2 Surface height distribution 
Figure 5 shows representative histograms of AFM roughness height data at different 
etching times in horizontal etching. Statistical distribution of etched material surface has been 
assumed to be Gaussian in published literature [17, 18]. However, Figure 5 shows that the 
histogram of the AFM surface height data appears to be more heavy-tailed than Gaussian. We 
tried to describe the data with other distributions that fit leptokurtic data with heavy tails. T 
location-scale distribution is more appropriate than Gaussian distribution for modeling data with 
heavy tails, which is the case in the glass surface roughness height data. The probability density 




























































where is the gamma function, and  ,  , and   are mean, standard deviation and degree of 
freedom, respectively [36]. Figure 5 also shows both Gaussian and T location-scale fits for 
height data. It can be seen that compared with the Gaussian distribution, T location-scale 
distribution reproduces the data histogram much better in each case. The other two etching 
orientations also show similar behavior with the T location-scale showing a much better fit. 
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Figure 5. Histograms of the surface height data for horizontally etched glass surfaces at different 
etching times. Also shown are Gaussian and T location-scale fits of the data. T location-scale 
distribution fits the data better than Gaussian distribution. 
In order to verify the hypothesis that the AFM surface height data follows a T location-
scale distribution rather than a Gaussian distribution, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) 
goodness-of-fit test was executed on both fitted distributions. Result of the test showed 
average success rate of Gaussian distribution fitting to be 0, which means Gaussian 
distribution fails to fit any of the surface roughness height data. In contrast, the average 
success rate of T location-scale distribution fitting was 95.5%, indicating an excellent fit 
between a T location-scale distribution and the experimental data at a 95% confidence interval. 
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For each data set, an error which is defined as the discrepancy between the empirical 
cumulative distribution function (CDF) and theoretical CDF of T location-scale distribution, 
was computed. Figure 6 (a) shows this error of a representative AFM roughness height data set. 
It can be seen that the error is less than 2.5%. Figure 6 (b) shows the histogram of average 
fitting error for all the 617 experimental data sets. The average fitting error is about 1.11% 
while most of the error is less than 2%, which validates the T location-scale distribution as a 
good fit to the surface height data. 
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Figure 6. Error between empirical CDF of the surface roughness height data and theoretical 
CDF of a T location-scale distribution: (a) error for one experimental data set; (b) histogram of 
fitting error for all the 617 experimental data sets. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this paper, surface roughness was generated on glass substrate by buffered HF etching 
and measured by Atomic Force Microscopy. Evolutions of roughness parameters Ra and ACL 
were characterized as function of etching time and orientation. In addition, the height distribution 
of the etched glass surface was also analyzed. 
The etching orientation of the glass slides affects the evolution of the roughness in 
addition to etching time. Spatial parameter ACL increases roughly from 1 µm to 4 µm in both 
45º and horizontal etching. ACL value shows a weak linear increase with time in 45º etching, 
and a much faster and predictive increase in horizontal etching, while vertical etching has no 
discernible effect. This evolution behavior provides a potential way to tailor the random 
roughness of glass surface in HF etching by controlling etching time and orientation 
simultaneously. The amplitude parameter Ra shows a weak linear increase with etching time in 
all etching orientations. 
Analysis of the height distribution showed that the etched glass surfaces were non-
Gaussian. Instead, a T location-scale distribution was demonstrated to fit the AFM surface height 
data. In addition, for large data set modeling, the effect of sample size selection on the outcome 
of goodness-of-fit test needs to be examined. 
Evolution of surface roughness with etching time and orientation brings insights into the 
possibility of tailoring random roughness for designed microfluidic flow performances. 
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Furthermore, the surface height distribution studied in this paper provides a basis for modeling 
and analysis of random rough surface and simulations of fluid flow in microscale rough channels. 
Current and future work on this study will be to extend surface roughness analysis of 
other pertinent materials for microfluidic device fabrication, such as silicon, as well as assessing 
the impact of random roughness on laminar microfluidic flow using particle image velocimetry 
(PIV) technique [37]. 
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3.7 Appendix 
K-S test is widely used to decide if a sample comes from a population with a specific 
distribution [38]. It is based on testing the maximum distance between the empirical cumulative 
distribution function (empirical CDF) and the theoretical cumulative distribution function 
(theoretical CDF). If the AFM surface height data follows a certain distribution, the empirical 
CDF is expected to be very close to the theoretical CDF of the specified distribution, e.g. T 
location-scale distribution. If the distance is not small enough, the hypothesis that the data 
follows the specific distribution will be considered incorrect and rejected. The test was executed 
on both Gaussian and T location-scale fitting. 
Process of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for AFM surface height data:
H0: The height data is drawn from T location-scale distribution.
Ha: The height data is not drawn from T location-scale distribution.    
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Test Statistic: the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic is defined as    xFxSD xnxn  sup
                    , where  xSn       is the empirical CDF of the sample and     is 
theoretical CDF. 
Significance level: 05.0 . If 
nD  does not exceed the critical value, the null hypothesis 
is true and we can conclude that the height data is drawn from the expected distribution. If 
nD
exceeds the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected. 
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